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-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2019 1:07 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Not happy!
Dear

-

,

I'm writing to express my absolute dismay at US Bank's decision to close down the Aptos branch. I have been a
loyal customer for many years and have found the staff to always be welcoming and cordial, the location very
convenient, and thankful for receiving valuable guidance regards monetary decisions from you.
The option to do business at the other two branches is not a real
option. It is very inconvenient to get to them and they do not have the same "feel" as the Aptos branch. One branch
does not offer safety deposit boxes and is located in a Safeway, and the other can only be approach from one
direction, the congested direction, and doesn't feel
"safe." I do not want to bank in a grocery store, what with the lack of privacy, and I don't want to bank in a
neighborhood that does not feel safe.
Unless US Bank re-thinks its decision, I will be transferring my business to Bank of America on the other side of the
shopping complex and taking along $250,000 with me.

-

, please relay my thoughts to the decision makers making decisions about our community that they obviously
know nothing about. Let's hope they see the light and rescind their action.
Best regards,

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 5:33 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos branch closing

-

,
Dear
I' would like to take a moment to say that you and your staff are some of the best people I have ever had the pleasure
of doing business with. It is always such a pleasure walking into the Aptos Branch of US Bank. That being said…..I
would like to say how very sad I am that this branch is closing. My husband and our children bank at this branch
and have since it opened. I do not feel that I should have to drive 12 miles to go to another branch and I absolutely
will not go to a grocery store to do my banking. I have done this on a few occasions and twice there was serious
mistakes made.
There are many elderly people in this area that are not going to be able to drive 8 to 12 miles to do banking and that
is very sad. I have given this a lot of thought and I feel that as I am aging I need to stay close to home especially
given what the traffic is in this county right now. Sadly I feel that our only option at this point is to close our
accounts and move to a local bank.
US Bank is a great bank and I will truly miss you and your staff.
Sincerely,

From:
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 7:36 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Closing of the Rio Del Mar US Bank Branch

--

Hello
.
and I just wanted to let you know how helpful you have been during our
'
relationship at the bank in Rio Del Mar. When we moved to CA six years ago from Colorado we were
pleased to have a branch and you as the manager so close. We are very sadden at the decision to
close this branch. It was the closest branch to where we live in Watsonville. We will now have to
travel to Santa Cruz for our loan and safety deposit box business.
We hope that there will be some sort of US Bank presence in Aptos so that we can continue our
business relationship. As you know there are other financial institutions in the area and we will need
to make some decisions.
We hope all well with you.

-Kind Regards,

The contents of this e-mail is confidential. If you are not the intended

recipient or if this e-mail was addressed to you by error, please
immediately notify the sender and delete the e-mail. Being the recipient
of this e-mail you are kindly requested to keep this information secret
and, if necessary, to disclose it only to those staff members or
authorized persons whom you have committed to secrecy.
Any unauthorized copying and transmission is prohibited.

August 23, 2019

Branch Manager
U.S. Bank-Aptos Office
783 Rio Del Mar Blvd, Suite 73
Aptos, CA 95003
RE:

Request to Retain Financial Operations in Aptos

DearOur firm and I were deeply saddened when we received the notice from U.S. Bank that
the Aptos branch is currently scheduled to close later this year
Having been a customer of U.S. Bank for well over a decade, I have never had a branch
in my life that I have trusted more with my personal and business financial assets and
needs than the Aptos branch of U.S. Bank. Your level of customer service and expertise
has been the primary reason why not only have I and my firm have been a U.S. Bank
customer for many, many years, but also why we have referred many of our clients who
have a wide variety of financial needs to the Aptos branch.
If there is any way that U.S. Bank could retain a presence in Aptos, even if it is at another
location, I would greatly appreciate if you would let us know so we can continue to
recommend your branch to our clients. Also, if there is the possibility of not only
retaining, but also expanding, the scope of financial services that are currently available
at the Aptos branch, that would be something that many of our clients would greatly
benefit from and we could recommend to them.
If you or anybody at U.S. Bank has any questions or updates for us, please contact me at

From:
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2019 4:14 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Closing Branch in Santa Cruz

I was saddened and disappointed to hear of the imminent closing of the the Rio Del Mar
branch. You and your team have always provided exceptional service and gone above and
beyond.

Unless US Bank is planning on opening another brick and mortar branch in the Aptos/ Rio Del
Mar area, I will seriously consider re-evaluating my banking choices.

With Gratitude and Appreciation,

-

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 3:32 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos Branch Closure
Dear

-

,

I had wanted to write you soon after receiving the July 10 letter announcing the aptos Branch closure, but my
attention was diverted elsewhere. But please do not assume that my delay in writing does, in any way, decrease the
enormous anger and upset about the decision to close this Branch.
We have been banking at this location since 1984 when we first moved to California, when BayView Bank,
followed by Eureka Bank, then USBank occupied the building. Over the years, we came to know and appreciate the
many bank employees who staffed the branch. Our longest relationships are of course with USBank. This closure is
not only unfair because of losing the convenience of this location, but more importantly it is because we are having
to say goodbye to treasured employee who are more like friends.

-

and
, and Branch Manager
, are the ones currently still
Tellers
at the branch. These 3 have been the most helpful, knowledgeable, supportive, patient and fun professionals we
were privileged to interact with. Whether by phone or in person, they are kind, efficient, always going above and
beyond the job description of their duties. We have a lot of affection for them and we value them. Losing them as
our trusted bankers is a big blow. They know us, our families, our children. They know major events in our lives.
They know us by the sound of our voice on the phone!! Losing this relationship we have with them is very sad. It is
not duplicable! We depend and rely on them with our banking needs — not the 800 number, where we are
anonymous to the on-line banker.
There are lots of anecdotal stories about how helpful they are. I'll just give you one here: when one of our daughters
was traveling overseas, as per bank-recommended procedure, she would notify the bank ahead of time of the dates
and country of her travel, so that her access to ATM will not be disrupted, but recognized as legit. Invariably and
frustratingly, while traveling she would always get locked out and could not withdraw any funds from any ATM.
This was so stressful and my daughter seriously considered terminating her banking with USBank. The 800 collect #
on the back of her card, was not always an option for her, as she was not always able to find a phone. She would
email me or text me from the jungles of Peru or Borneo, or Tanzania. First, I call the 800 #, and of course they
couldn’t help because I am not my daughter. Then I would call or go to the branch. At that time

•

-

another employee,
, who personally knew our daughter, and personally knew of her trips talked to headquarters,
who apologized about locking her out, and confirmed their error in doing that.
succeeded in getting our
daughter access to the ATM.
We also have had to locate another bank nearby that can give us safe deposit boxes. We have two medium sized
ones. Going all the way to Morrissey Blvd is not an option even if they had availability. Finding an ATM nearby
that doesn't charge a fee because we do not bank with them is a dead-end. Our options are to move some funds from
USBank to qualify for safe deposit boxes at another bank (did that), and to use no-fee ATM (considering doing
that).
This is for us a no-win situation — one that involves many changes. So we are upset, angry, sad and considering
other options. To us, the 3 people mentioned above are the real reason why we bank with USBank. Without them,
there is no real reason to stay. Banking at Safeway on 41st Avenue while short in miles is heavy with traffic, and at
Safeway in Watsonville is far and not practical. But I guess we will try this for a while and see.
Sincerely,

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2019 2:35 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] News of branch changes

-

,
Hi
I was sorry to hear that after all of these years the Aptos Branch of US Bank will be closing October 10, 2019 I will
miss all of the attention you have given to my banking needs. I was, however happy to hear of your move to the
Wealth Management side of US Bank. This is a natural for you.
I think it would be a mistake for US. Bank to abandon Aptos.
Especially now when we are experiencing so much growth in our area.
At the very least an ATM is needed for your current customers.
The newly remodeled Rancho Del Mar Shopping center would be an ideal spot to have a Satellite branch and still
keep your presence in the area. I just don’t know what I will do without US Bank.
I’m sure that your other customers feel the same way.
Looking forward to taking you up on your offer to attend the next Aptos Chamber of Commerce meeting.
Sincerely
Sent from my iPad

[,ate: fv'lon, Jul 22, 2019 at 12:30 PM
:.u bject : Closure of US Bank branch in Aptos, CA
,-o:

Dea
I am a bu siness client of US Bank, w ho frequent ly uses the branch in Aptos. I was deeply saddened to receive the letter
ad vising of its imminent closure . I can honestly say that the staff in that branch, starting with (branch
manager) down to all the tellers are the best banking professionals I have dealt with in the last 15 years. They are
c.heerfu l, helpful, take the time to rea lly li sten to my questions, and always give me accurate answers. They know their
jo b and do it well, which is more than can be said of some other US Bank branches (especial ly the in-store ones) i have
tJSed. Therefore I am tr uly shocked that you wou ld eliminate a branch with such knowledgeab le, customer-servi ce
1 ,rien ted emp loyees. If they leave US Bank to work for competitors, it wi ll definitely be your loss and your competitors'
ga in.

1·he US Bank in Rio de ! Mar is in an ideal location for a bank - it is in a safe, secure part of town where customers can feel
c1t ease and have the privacy they need for their financia l transactions. I realize that there are many factors which have
1ed to the decision to close your Aptos branch,- but simply wanted to provide customer feedback. Our company is not
happy that you have chosen to close our favorite US Bank branch.

) incerely,

From:

Sent:

1800USBANKS@USBANK.COM
Tuesday, July 23, 2019 3:11 PM

To:

Subject:

RE: Email Us

Forwarding customer's feedback about branch closure.

-----Original Message----Name:
PIO:
Email Address:
Comment Box or Question : I received a notice that you are closing the US Bank Branch at 783 Rio Del Mar Blvd., Ste. 73
Aptos, CA effective 10/10/19. The closest replacement ATM location is the Soquel Safeway on 41st Avenue. This will be
an inconvenience for me and many other customers. Please also place an ATM at the Aptos Safeway at 16 Rancho Del
Mar in Aptos. This is much more proximate to the users of the current branch. Another alternative is to work with the
management of the center where the current branch is located to have an ATM at the center. Thank you for your
consideration.

1

Typed from a handwritten comment:
August 19, 2019
To whom it may concern:
Re:
Closing of Aptos Branch
No, No, No, Stop and think!
If you leave Aptos without a branch with great people we’ve come to appreciate greatly we will
be very sad.
We of Aptos have become used to being treated kindly and respectfully by your employees.
They treat us as family with interest in our lives as well as banking. This is very comforting to us as
customers.
Do Not destroy the beautiful thing you’ve got going at this branch.
I hope you are wise and will keep these employees together. They make a great team
representing your company.
They help keep the community united beautifully.
I appreciate people more than machines. Your employees always have a smile and twinkle in
their eye when they welcome us. You can’t beat that!
So think about what you may be destroying. You as a bank in our area is greatly appreciated. We
like the way you run U.S. Bank. You do yourselves proud in Aptos. Aptos needs you and so do, selfishly, I.
Selfishly,

From:
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2019 3:26 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos Branch

•

- Thank you for your help today. It has always been a pleasure dealing with you and your staff at
the Aptos branch. Nice to walki into a bank where all the staff knows your name and you are not just a
number. I want to let you know that I will no longer be banking with US Bank due to the closure of the
Aptos branch. I will be withdrawing all my money and going with another bank located in Aptos because I
do not want to get in traffic to travel to Santa Cruz to another branch of US Bank.
Thank you.

From:
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 9:19 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] US Bank - Aptos

Dear

:

-

My name is

and I have the privilege of serving on the
. I represent the
, which includes Aptos. It recently came to my
intention that there are plans to close down the Aptos branch location of US Bank. As I'm sure
you are aware, this branch, and its staff, are important to our community. The staff have been
remarkably active and present in local non-profit events, charity and business associations and
losing an of those elements would be unfortunate. I'd be happy to speak with you more if
you're interested and of course would appreciate any information you can share on the plans
for the branch and the staff.
Sincerely,

PS: I recently sent a letter to you that might not have arrived - please excuse if this email is
redundant.

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2019 6:53 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL]

To Whom it May Concern:

-

We have our US Bank account at the Rio Del Mar branch because of the branch manger,
. Our
business is in Pacific Grove and live in Aromas, CA. At the time
opened our accounts for us, his
professionalism and integrity as well as full service banking abilities is what made our decision to go with US Bank.

-

1111

During our relationship with the Rio Del Mar branch of US Bank,
and his staff,
and
, have gone out of their way to make our banking experience nothing short of easy and always exceeds
expectations.
is the type of bank professional we expect to handle our business, something that is
getting harder and harder to fine.
In summary, closing the Rio Del Mar branch of the US Bank will be a hardship to us. We don’t do our banking on
line, or deposit by Smartphone, the branch in Santa Cruz is further distance and not desirable,
as well as grocery store outlets are difficult to cultivate business relations.
We hope that US Bank would reconsider the closing of the Aptos branch and it’s value to your depositors and the
community.
Sincerely,

From:
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 7:39 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Closing US Bank Aptos Branch

To:
From:
Re:
Date: August 15, 2019
Dear

-

,

I am writing to let you know that I am very upset regarding the closing of the Aptos branch of
US Bank. I am disappointed that US Bank has chosen to reward its customer’s loyalty with
disloyalty to customers and the community.
As a loyal customer for 10 years, my relationship with you and all of the people that work at
the bank, has been a wonderful relationship. Everyone is accommodating, personable and
eager to solve a problem and provide excellent customer service.
In light of US Banks decision to close the Aptos branch, I will be closing my accounts,
canceling my US Bank credit cards; severing my relationship with US Bank.
I would like to thank you and your staff for all the years of your professional and sincere
relationship with me and our community and wish you all the best.
Thank you,

From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 10:04 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos Branch Closing
Greetings:
I am writing to express my dismay about the closing of the US Bank branch located in Aptos.
I am a long-time resident and business owner in Aptos. I moved my business to the branch here in
) researched several options, including our local
town back in May. My clinic administrator (
Santa Cruz County Bank. She factored in location, cost and customer service. Without a doubt,
and his staff offer superior customer service than any other bank she visited.

1111

-

Closing this branch would mean I would be moving my accounts to Santa Cruz County Bank. The
to visit either at lunch or after working hours,
closest full service branch is too far away for
due to the location and horrendous traffic between Aptos and Santa Cruz. Additionally, the grocery
store branches are also too far for the same reason.

1111

My hope is you will take the time to learn about Aptos and realize leaving our unique community is,
in essence, committing your current customers to 1) a unique hardship or 2) changing to another
local bank.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.
Regards,

From:
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2019 2:35 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Branch closure

-

,

Thank you for the explanation of why the Rio Del Mar branch is being closed. It
doesn't make sense to me to close the only full service branch that serves the south
county. That leaves only the in store branch in the Watsonville Safeway store to serve
all of south county and this is not a full service branch. It is manned by new hires who
come and go on a continuous basis and means a drive through horrible traffic to get
to the Morrisey branch. It seems to me that it would make more sense to close the
Safeway branch on 41st Ave. instead since it is relatively close to the Morrisey
branch.
Thank you,

From:
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2019 7:52 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Branch Closing

·Dear

,

We were very sadden to hear that the Aptos branch of U.S. Bank is set to close in October. We hope we can help
persuade the bank to keep this branch open. Even though we just opened an account at your branch, we
understand that your branch is very involved in the community.
We were welcomed as if we had been lifetime customers. Everyone was courteous and very kind to us.
was very helpful and knowledgeable when we came to open an account.

-

Many of our friends have been customers here for years and told us what wonderful service they have received
from you and your customers.
Your branch is conveniently located. Branches like yours need to be in communities like Aptos where the
employees know the customers, and there is a certain bond and trust with the customers.
We hope that the main office will reconsider keeping this branch open so that Aptos will continue to have the
outstanding service this branch has provided.
Please forward this on to your corporate offices.

--

From:
Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2019 10:13:07 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] US Bank Client Services Feedback

·-

Dear

,

-

I am writing this message to provide you with strong feedback of your branch manager,
.
My family has been banking with US bank for over a decade now and so I have had numerous
. I felt compelled to write about my experience with him because he has a
interactions with
quality that is discernable and quite unique as he humanizes each individual in such a way that he is
able to provide compassionate customer service. It is obvious that he has an extremely high
emotional intelligence quotient as he is very personable and genuinely cares about his interactions
with anyone who is he is helping. I have been living in Aptos for over three decades of my life and no

-

one in the business sector has made me feel comfortable as he has. I have mentioned to him that I
would change my bank and follow him wherever he may go and hope your company is aware of
what an asset he is. Once my medical school journey is completed I want to know that I will be
investing in a branch that sincerely cares about the human interactions and shows genuine interest.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration of
.
Respectfully,

Sent from my iPhone

--

August l, 2019
U.S. Bank
c/o
Branch Manager
783 Rio Del Mar Blvd, Suite 73
Aptos, CA 95003-4700
831.688.7111
U.S. Bank is important to our community. The Rio Del Mar/Aptos branch has been
providing banking services to our residents, businesses and visitors since 2002. We
understand that the Rio Del Mar/Aptos branch is scheduled to close this fal1.
Aptos is an unincorporated town of over 25,000 residents located seven miles south of
Santa Cruz and seven miles north of Watsonville. Commute times to those locations can
approach one hour. Your existing customers are likely to find those banking locations
inconvenient.
We understand that U.S. Bank's largest revenue source, 40%, is generated through
consumer and small business banking. We know that your customer's relationships are
built every day from interactions with your employees. They make a difference.
If you cannot maintain your existing branch it is essential that you provide a business
banking hub with ATM access. Otherwise, many of your existing customers may move
their accounts to another bank in the same shopping center or to another bank in town.

U.S. Bank has been actively involved in our community through your existing branch
manager,
He serves on the Aptos Chamber Board of Directors and is the
Treasurer. He is present at every event and has contacts with every new and existing
business in town. We hope that you will find a way to maintain a presence in Aptos.
Without the assistance of a city government, the
provides service to the
entire community. Our partnership with U. S. Bank, through
is of great
benefit. We ho e to continue this mutuall beneficial relationship.

Co-Executive Directors

To whom it may concern:
I have been a banking and home mortgage customer since I moved to Aptos.
am a local business owner walking distance from the bank and rely on local
convenient personal banking services to avoid driving highway traffic. I will have
to change banks for my needs with this closure. I will likely chose first republic
bank which will allow me to use any atm needed without fees. It also saddens
(my mortgage agent) and(branch manager). They
me to lose
are community and business leaders with personality and connections that
cannot be replaced.

-••

Sincerely,

August 2, 2019
US Bank
-

Branch Manager

~Boulevard, Suite 73
Aptos, CA 95003

RE: Clo ing of the Aptos branch of US Bank
Dear I was disappointed to become aware of the closing of your Aptos branch planned for October 10.
Over the past several years, I have referred several clients to your bank due to my experience of
receiving consistently good service from your office, and your most convenient location.
Once closed, the current depositors only option is to drive to the Safeway store in Capitola, or to
a branch office in Santa Cruz or Watsonvi!Je. Although the drive is not many miles, the vehicle
traffic to another location is often so heavy, it may take much longer than an hour to travel from
Aptos to Capitola - a great inconvenience especially to those elderly customers or to business
owners, whose time is often equal to money.
Several people have mentioned to me that they will need to move their banking to a competing
bank within the Aptos area. This, I believe, will result in a significant loss to US Bank which I
think, warrants reconsideration.
Please relay my concern to the management involved in making the decision to close the Aptos
branch, that they were not able to fully understand how the impact may affect the local bank
depositors and hence, the total funds which may be transferred to a competing bank.
I want to thank you for your and your Aptos personnel for their excellent, friendly service
I've enjoyed over the past several years. I hope management reconsiders their decision.

£

August 2, 2019
Branch Manager
US Bank, Aptos Office
783 Rio Del Mar Blvd., #73
Aptos, Ca. 95003
Dear I was disappointed to read that your/our Aptos branch is closing, effective October 10,
2019. My husband and I have been longtime US Bank customers and will miss the
convenience of a branch close to our neighborhood in La Selva Beach. Your branch is so
ideally situated that I've joked about my whole life revolving around the Deer Park
Shopping Center. Bank, hairdresser, dry cleaner, pharmacist, Deluxe Market, Red Apple
Cafe, etc.
On a personal note, I've enjoyed getting to know your stellar tellers,_
and .
They feel like friends and family tom~
are personable, efficient, and accurate in
transactions. I have fond memories ofhelping me redeem savings bonds when
and hope they get positions
our daughter left for college. I will miss• • and that are satisfying and worthy of their talents.



Also, I wish to thank you personally, for your assistance when my husband's US Bank
Visa card had a fraudulent charge. You took care of it quickly and professionally.
Of all the US Bank branches and store "kiosks" I've used countywide, none can compare
with yours as far as atmosphere, friendliness, and convenience. We hope that US Bank
will see wisdom in providing another location in the Aptos area in the near future.
Best wishes to you and your staff,

From:
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2019 2:56 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos branch closure

-

,
Thanks for giving me the opportunity to share my disappointment at the
decision to close the Aptos branch. I have been a customer since moving
to Santa Cruz county in 2005 when my husband and I moved here after 25
years in Dallas. We were looking for a bank with a safe deposit box and a
friendly atmosphere and we found that and more.
The staff has been remarkably stable and always incredibly friendly and
kind. After my husband died in 2011 they helped me through some of the
more awkward transitions required to transfer everything to my name. US
Bank now holds my mortgage, the only credit card I use, my safe deposit
box and my checking account. Oh, yes, and you also have an emergency
checking account for my daughter "just in case".
But the reason I have stayed with US bank is because it is SO conveniently
located to my grocery store, the place I get my nails done, the drug store
for prescriptions and a mailbox. AND it is 5 minutes off the freeway on my
way home when I am coming south from Santa Cruz, San Jose or San
Francisco.
NONE of the other US Bank locations meets those criteria AND they're not
real branches, but kiosks stuck in Safeways where I do not shop. The
Morrissey branch is okay, but it can only be accessed from one entry, it is
not on my regular route and it is located in one of the most congested
parts of Santa Cruz. They are NOT adequate substitutes for the Aptos
branch for my home and my driving patterns.

You can count on my finding another bank when you close this branch and
I am not happy about it.
Thanks for letting me vent!

August 23,2019
To the Administrators of US Bank,
I have been a customer of the Aptos branch of US Bank since the first day it moved
into the building in Deer Park Center at 783 Rio del Mar Blvd. in Aptos, California.
Before that, it was Eureka Bank, then Bayview Bank, where I was also a customer.
I have lived in this community since 1983, and will continue to do so until I die since my
home is in a reverse mortgage. I love this area, and the community it serves.
Unfortunately, your company has decided that we no longer need this service. You
couldn't be more wrong, or more insensitive to your customers. Here is a branch which
I can reach by walking, where I know everyone by name, and who know me. These
wonderful people have assisted me m~
mes over the years in all kinds of situations
that no iPhone could possibly handle.and are always kind, considerate,
was
and completely professional in taking care of whatever problems may arise. • of all the managers I have ever come in contact
also a great help, and I miss her. with at any bank, is the absolute embodiment of the best any company or customer
could wish for.
Your notion that it's nothing for me to now drive through abysmal traffic five miles up to
the next town to do my banking is an idea that has not been thought through. Please
consider the damage done to the environment as we sit, unnecessarily, in stalled
traffic. As far as using my phone or the website to do all that I need is also ignoring the
whole picture. Many folks of my age (71) and older do not find it convenient to use
electronic means in order to do our banking. Quite a few of us have vision difficulties as
well as hearing loss to contend with, so in many instances, we are there to interact with
real people who understand what we need and how to help. In addition, I go to the
bank to take care of problems that cannot be addressed electronically.
I have no doubt that your bank can afford to keep our Aptos branch open ... there is no
question in my mind that this is true. As a responsible business, you owe it to your
customers and this community to continue to serve us in this very important aspect of
life. However, if you do close this branch, I will most certainly close my accounts with
you, and move to a different bank that is closer than the nearest branch you have.
Right now, there is not much in the way of funds to move, but in the recent past, I have
had approximately $15,000.00 for you to use. This is not an insignificant amount, even
to you, especially when multiplied by the many other people who feel as I do, and who
will leave your bank if you close this branch.

From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 7:49 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Checking in
Hi

-

,

RE: US Bank - Rio Del Mar move... and I am only taking the time to write this because I am so
upset and disappointed
Do appreciate you and our conversation today along with past help of putting me in touch with your
Wealth Management.
Really shocked that US Bank would consider leaving this excellent location that is a really wealthy
suburb of Santa Cruz.
Can not imagine the demographics of this move were really explored appropriately, to lose a prime
location, especially considering the incredible start up costs of a Quality location !
It was your location here that first suggested to me putting some money in your bank so my wife and
I could have another $500,000 of FDIC insurance.
Then our relationship grew with you helping me with my assets and recommending that I use US
Bank for mortgages.
Now I have $2,000,000 in a US Bank Money Market account and over $6,000,000 in 4 loans and an
equity line.
Just went on line to printed out the current totals for your reference, so when US Bank higher ups
review this unfortunate move that will know what they have alienated.
US Bank loss will be WFB's gain as I do NOT want drive into the terrible beach traffic to
accommodate US Bank and there is a WFB closer to me than you now... but I like you so I drive a few
minutes more.
Like the other High Wealth individual's in our community I really expect and need the personal touch
and I do NOT like shopping at SAFEWAY where US Bank has a pitiful appearance there.
Had we not had that personal connection at a "real bank", then US Bank would not have my current

$2,000,000 in a US Bank Money Market account. OR $6,000,000 in loans.
It is this disrespect for "relationships" that is driving me to refinance one of my loans with you and
move to WFB where they have "Relationship Loans" lower than yours.
I have run many businesses and have many business people I work with AND what bothers me the
most is that it seems your branch was not notified for feedback first of offer a perhaps missed
variable in this decision.
I would NEVER make a decision like that without getting feedback those it would be impacting for
two reason.
First, I would be seen as JERK, and second I might have missed something in my Ivory Tower and
regretted the decision because I missed something I had not considered.
Because I do business that way I have NOT made bad mistakes, because I have had the errors of my
ways pointed out to me BECAUSE I do miss important variables in my calculations sometimes (more
than I like to admit).
Sorry to see you go, if that is how it going to be, but personally I am NOT impressed by this
Corporate thought process.

-

Respectfully and Regretfully,

From:
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2019 11:28 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Closure of US Bank Rio Del Mar Branch

-

,

It is quite upsetting that US Bank has chosen to close the Rio Del Mar branch, Aptos, CA. I
have been a US Bank customer for many, many years, both in Los Angeles and now Aptos. I've
had multiple home mortgages, home equity mortgages, multiple checking accounts, multiple
savings accounts, as well as a safety deposit branch.
When I moved to Aptos from LA, I was thrilled to see a branch in the neighborhood where I
purchased a new home. The Rio Del Mar branch has served my financial needs and I have
really appreciated the welcoming and always helpful staff serving this branch. It is upsetting
to see the branch closed.
The closest full service branch will now be approximately 10 miles away and due to
horrendous traffic in the Santa Cruz area, a tremendous burden to transfer my safety deposit
box there. The closest "branches" which are located in Safeway stores just don't replace the
service that has been offered at the Rio Del Mar branch. And now the closest ATM will be
quite a distance away and the use of closer ATMs will require a service fee in order to use
them.

I have been told that there is a possibility of locating a US Bank ATM at a proposed Investment
Management office in the Ranch Del Mar shopping center.in Aptos. I certainly hope that as a
small compensation, US Bank will make that happen.

-

, thank you for your service at Rio Del Mar. I will miss
outstanding service at the branch.
I would appreciate a corporate response to this email.

-

, in particular, for her

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2019 9:57 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Rio Del Mar Branch Closing
Dear

-

,

It was with great sadness that I learned of the closing of what has become my favorite bank and branch at the Deer
Park Shopping center in Aptos. The branch has that old time banking feeling that makes Aptos such a great place to
live. The branch was perfectly located for Aptos residents, great tellers, and good parking. If I am forced to drive to
41st avenue to find a US bank I regret that I will be closing my accounts, credit cards, and loans for the simple
reason of how long it takes to get to 41st, sometimes forty minutes. Please inform the powers that be that they are
making a bad business decision. Thank you for your great service and always warm greeting that you give every
time I walk through the door, all of you will be greatly missed.
Warm Regards

Sent from my iPad

September 4, 2019

..
-

, Branch Manager

U.S. Bank
Aptos Office SF-CA 5599
783 Rio Del Mar Blvd. Ste 73
Aptos, CA 95003
Dear

:

Re: Branch Closure

Upon receiving the notice that the Aptos Branch of US Bank was to close by October
10, 2019, I was horrified to say the least.
Over the past 12 years, I have LOVED going to our branch to open various accounts
related to business, investment, line of credit, and daily banking needs. Throughout,
I have received personal and professional service, building relationships that met
my banking needs. For that, I thank you. You created the atmosphere, where one is
always welcomed by name with a smile by all personnel.

I would like to emphasize’ “personal relationship”, because you have not only
assisted me throughout, but made my banking needs priority.

Our community in Aptos is unique, and having the branch 10 minutes away from my
business, made my investment note worthy. I did not have to drive mileage to
another branch. In fact I did visit the Morrissey Boulevard Branch, and found it
almost like a jail with a plastic barrier between the tellers, which created a very
unfriendly atmosphere. In fact, I vowed not to go there again.
Receiving the closure notice gave me pause about closing out all my accounts and
moving to another institution. After discussion with you about my concerns I feel
hopeful that saving the branch albeit in another location, gave me hope that I could
continue with US Bank.
The national office may not know or understand our unique community, and how
the shopping center where the branch is located is a LONG time town hub,
Convenience of customer needs is a high priority, and with much of the shopping
having been averted to on-line access, it leaves much to be desired not to have “old
fashioned” financial relationships right near by with banking needs.

I am GRAVELY disappointed and hope that the national office, Western Branch
Managers, and decision makers for US Bank, will reconsider the complete closure of
the Aptos Branch. I would find another institution immediately if action is not taken

to not only keep EXCELLENT MANAGER
involved with US Bank in some
way, but also
, who is an EXPERT and long time experienced teller.
Without hesitation, I highly recommend all personnel remain in positions that not
only benefit the banks customers, but are pillars in our community.
Sincerely,

From:
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 7:46 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos
Ladies and Gentlemen:
My name is
and I recently spent a great deal of time researching banks in the Aptos
area. I manage a psychiatric practice as well as a dental practice and I was looking for a new financial
institution for myself and both doctors.
After interviewing several bank managers, I chose US Bank because of the proximity of the Aptos
branch to both offices and my home as well as customer service and banking options. I moved one
office over in May but was delayed in moving the dental practice and my private accounts due to a
family emergency.
After receiving the letter that you are planning to close the Aptos location, I have not proceeded
with transferring any other accounts to US Bank. The location on Morrissey is too far from either
business or my home due to the tremendous amount of traffic between Aptos and Santa Cruz. The
drive would be 35-40 minutes (one way) on a good day. This would not be feasible given my working
hours. The same is true for the grocery store locations.

-

and his staff are
I am hoping you will take the time to reconsider this decision. US Bank,
an integral part of our quaint town of Aptos. Closing the Aptos branch is doing a huge disservice to
the Aptos community and your staff that has served Aptos with integrity and kindness.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.
Regards,

8/15/2019
From:
To: Whom this may concern in the US Bank.
I am very disappointed in the closing of the bank branch in Aptos, California l started with US Bank in
1984, and have two direct deposits, for my Federal civil service an Military retirement check. In addition
to my Equal line of credit, of$ I00.000.oo available which I have a zero balance at this time.
Banking at the Santa Cruz branch is out of the question because of the traffic problem for ten miles,
(bumper to bumper) which takes one half hour or longer from Watsonville CA. being as the bank is on the
comer of two main streets and a concrete divider, there is only one way in and one way out of the parking
lot which only has about six parking spaces.
Banking al the in-store I feel is unsafe like the Safeway in Watsonville, I do not like or want to bank in
for there is no privacy. You are standing in isle with shoppers when making a withdrawal in cash and
talking to a teller. Also it seems there is a new manager and tellers every couple of weeks.
On line banking is not very safe also with all the hackers hear about on the news, I will not bank or make
purchases line from my PC.
In conclusion I will close and end my relationship with US Bank when the Aptos branch closes and
move my accounts to other financial institutions, like Wells Fargo, Bank of America, Comerica which I
have been looking at. I really do not want to do it, for the people at the Aptos branch are good at what they
do, nice and helpful.

From:
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 4:14 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Aptos Branch
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to you about the closing of the your Aptos location.
I am a local dentist of 38 years. I recently learned about your bank when my wife moved her
employer’s accounts to the Aptos branch. She was so impressed with the customer service and
location that I was prepared to move my business to US Bank as well. Closing this branch would
prevent me from doing so.
If the Aptos location does close, I would be forced to drive across town to the nearest branch not
located in a Safeway. Because Aptos is uniquely situated, this drive of 6 miles would be about 40
minutes to an hour each way due to the amount of traffic in Santa Cruz County. I would not be able
to do this on my lunch or at the end of the day. I would be better served moving to Santa Cruz
County bank in Aptos.

-

I sincerely hope your corporate executives will take the time to re-evaluate this decision. If US Bank
does stay in our community, I look forward to doing business with
and his team.
Respectfully,

From:
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 10:01 AM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Closure of Aptos US Bank Branch

1111

Dear
---- Thank you for letting me know that US Bank intends to close our Aptos branch. This is
truly a sad commentary for our close knit village.
Not only are we a community of families and friends, we are small business professionals who take time to
take care of each other. From Twin Lakes Church to the Aptos Chamber, we take pride in being
Aptosians, who are a very different and vibrant group than our counterparts in Santa Cruz and
Watsonville.
I sincerely hope that upper management will seriously reconsider this closure since it will not only affect
my moving on to another "local" bank, but also affecting the family of professionals that make this village
unique, including you.
Please let me know if I can be of any further help to you and do keep me posted on all events. Thank you
for this opportunity,

1111

From:
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2019 1:47 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Extremely upset Aptos Client
To whom it concerns:
I am furious with your stupid and foolish decision to remove our US Bank branch in Aptos.

-

I have just come to US Bank, after forty years with Wells Fargo due to my relationship with
, and equally important that I can bank near my home.

-

In preparation of your closing of our convent location, you have caused me to send EIGHTY
MINUTES going to fan fro to the “other branch" in which I need to create a safety deposit box
and or make my deposits when this branch closes.
It took me FOUR MONTHS to move my five accounts over to US Bank form Wells. Alot of work. I
was with US Bank for two months and found out you were closing my neighborhood branch leaving
me to do all the f………. work to travel to make my deposits.

I am FURIOUS. THIS IS NOT CUSTOMER SERVICE. this is making those that back with you do all the
work.
The branch I went to on Morrissy visually looks like a lockdown unit in a fail. It is ugly, uninviting and
I just hate it.
I was told you may open a ATM and wealth management service in Aptos but will not have safety
deposit boxes for me. Another inconveince for me th customer, so the bank can make money.
Your business decision to close this Aptos branch may make me to decide to move to another bank

and leave US Bank because you do NOT act like serve your clients well.
Ask you r clients what they need adn provide that. That is good business.

-

does. The tellers at the Aptos branch do. Corporate needs to come and learn form
THEM because left to their one devises incorporate land you are missing the boat adn will lose
business.
BUT CORPERATE DOES NOT SEEM TO SERVICE THIEIR CLIENTS. CORPERATE SERVICES THEMSELVES.
Bringing an assistant manager into our area to find a location for a branch was costly 1) to fly the
person here, 2)they did not know the area and the community 3) did not show trust in your local
people. What the hell is wrong with your corporate decision making processes. It was utterly a
foolish and extremely STUPID thing to do business wise. It wastes money and causes ill will.
So, I had better hear of a commitment from US Bank to an ATM in Aptos along with of safe-deposit
boxes or I will have to change bank away from US BANK for the terrible customer service Corporate
has shown to me.
And a lot of work for me and no service from Corperate.

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2019 5:28 PM
To:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Disregard my last email

·-

Please keep a US Bank ATM in Aptos for your customers. Thankyou,
Back in Aptos

MEMO
August 5, 2019
RE : Aptos Branch Closing.
To

or whom it may concern at US Bank :

I have been banking with US Bank at the Aptos Branch for 11 years.
and his team have always taken care great care of us for our business,
personal , and mortgage needs.
We have consistently grown year over year, and in 2018 we ran approximately 8
million in deposits through the Aptos branch .
Closing this branch will most certainly result in us having to seek an alternate
banking relationship.
I and my team hope you will find a way to serve Aptos or leave this branch open .
Should you have any questions please feel free to reach out to us.

August 9, 2019
Attn : To whom it may concern regarding US Bank Aptos closure.

My name is-

nd I'm an admin for

The Aptos US Bank,
nd his crew have always taken the best care of all our needs.
The closure of this bank saddens me not just for our company but for the community of Aptos.
With the closure of this bank location , I can guarantee that we and many others will be taking their
business elsewhere.
I know I speak for our whole team when I say I hope you can find a way to resolve this and keep
this branch open.

Thank you ,

August 9, 2019
Attn : To whom it may concern regarding US Bank Aptos closure.

I'm · office manager fo
your Aptos branch .

I'm writing you regarding the closure of

Having a branch in Aptos is very convenient for deposits and the ability to resolve any issues that
would arise in person rather than via phone due to a location that is outside of Aptos. If the branch
closes it may force us to move our accounts to Santa Cruz County bank or somewhere else close
by.
I have always had excellent service from and his staff in the Aptos branch. Please
consider keeping this branch open to serve our community, especially small businesses that value
US Bank.

Thank you ,

Each customer who wrote a letter regarding the Aptos
branch received a copy of this letter.

Date: 09/26/19

[!libank
Silicon Valley District Office
14184 Blossom Hill Road
Los Gatos. CA 95032-5118
usbank.com

Thank you for your letter regarding the decision to close the Aptos branch at 783 Rio Del Mar Blvd, Ste.
73 in Aptos. We appreciate you taking the time to reach out and share your thoughts.
U.S. Bank takes the closure of a branch very seriously. We take many factors into consideration when
making the decision, including how the branch is used and the location of other branches. In this case,
the demand for services at the Aptos branch necessitated a change in our approach.
We understand that the closure of branch may create an inconvenience but know that we are dedicated
to working with our customers to mitigate the inconvenience as best we can. We are proud to have
served our customers at the Aptos branch, and hope that we can continue to serve the community at
one of our other locations in the area, including the Soquel Safeway branch at 2720 41st Ave in Soquel
that is approximately 5 mi les away, and the Santa Cruz branch at 110 Morrissey Blvd in Santa Cruz that is
approximat ely 8 miles away.
Thank you a
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taking the time to rea ch out, and we thank you for the opportunity to serve you as a
e hope hat you will give us the opportunity to maintain our relationship at a new location.
" " " ~....

Each customer who sent an email regarding the Aptos branch
received a copy of this email.
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dear

-

Thank You
Thursday, September 26, 2019 11:15:58 AM

,

Thank you for your email regarding the decision to close the Aptos branch at 783 Rio Del Mar
Blvd, Ste. 73 in Aptos. We appreciate you taking the time to reach out and share your
thoughts.
U.S. Bank takes the closure of a branch very seriously. We take many factors into
consideration when making the decision, including how the branch is used and the location of
other branches. In this case, the demand for services at the Aptos branch necessitated a change
in our approach.
We understand that the closure of branch may create an inconvenience but know that we are
dedicated to working with our customers to mitigate the inconvenience as best we can. We are
proud to have served our customers at the Aptos branch, and hope that we can continue to
serve the community at one of our other locations in the area, including the Soquel Safeway
branch at 2720 41st Ave in Soquel that is approximately 5 miles away, and the Santa Cruz
branch at 110 Morrissey Blvd in Santa Cruz that is approximately 8 miles away.
Thank you again for taking the time to reach out, and we thank you for the opportunity to
serve you as a customer. We hope that you will give us the opportunity to maintain our
relationship at a new location.
Sincerely,
Vice President | District Manager NMLS

U.S. Bank
Los Gatos Blossom Hill
14194 Blossom Hill Rd, Los Gatos, CA 95032-5118 | SF-CA-5233 | usbank.com

